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1. Introduction
This document has been produced by the partners in the openMOS consortium with
the aim of ensuring that the openMOS solutions are comprehensively targeted and
the industrial needs of end-users are correctly reflected.
The following is an extract from the openMOS description of work that states the
objectives of the task that includes the production of this deliverable:
“Task 1.1: Industrial Requirements [Introsys, M1-M3]
Involved partners: IntRoSys, fortiss, Elrest, Ford, SenseAir, Inotec, Afag,
HSSMI, UniNova, Lboro, KTH, LiU, Masmec, Asys, Electrolux, We+
The specific goal of this task is to provide input for the test and evaluation
phase of the project. As the benefit of a certain approach over other
existing ones can only be seen if tests and comparisons are made, it is
mandatory: first, to identify the goals and requirements underlying an
evolvable production systems and second, to identify and characterise the
evaluation parameters that will be used to test and evaluate the system.
The User Requirements will be developed out of the end-user needs.
Therefore, a preliminary version will be first drafted and then inputted into
the methodology to get feedback for the final version.
The evaluation parameters will also be set out of industrial sustainability
constraints. This approach will enable to create a clear testing metric to
identify how openMOS performs compared to more traditional
approaches. These evaluation parameters will be the main input to Task
1.2.
This task will also produce a short roadmap as to how new and existing
manufacturing processes may be integrated in this approach, for the
micro domain.”
This task challenged the partners to find the boundaries and constraints for a
dynamic, evolvable and self-reconfigurable assembly system that could safely and
successfully replace current static methods. At the same time, it was important to
give an understanding of up to what extent a new approach such as the openMOS
one, could be used in actual industrial scenarios, giving a step ahead in
productiveness and efficiency, although being the consent of all, that this is an
ongoing process that will get more mature with the detailed definition of use-cases
(T1.2), and the demonstration phases (WP6 and WP7).
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1.1.

Methodology

The specification of industrial requirements for the openMOS solutions was not trivial,
especially when these solutions represent a breakthrough on the current static and
tightly coupled methods. This proved particularly relevant when querying shop-floor
workers and line process technicians who have no experience or knowledge of the
agent-based model.
Consequently, the development of this deliverable went through several stages. At
an initial phase, the general needs and concerns of the various players from different
positions of the industrial manufacturing chain were pinpointed. Such needs and
concerns were then formulated into atomic requirements, according to the Volere
Requirements Specification Template. Additionally, the atomic requirements were
analysed in conjunction with the target industrial scenarios and demonstration
capabilities of the consortium in order to draft a preliminary description of typical use
cases. Finally, the considered use cases helped to identify, from the atomic
requirements, the requirements transversal to the industrial sectors, the
requirements specific for each sector, and the requirements that, besides being
appointed as needs and/or wishes for enabling dynamic manufacturing, are not
directly related with the openMOS approach and, thus not covered by validation
procedures.
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2. Scope of the Project
The openMOS project intends to bring Plug&Produce (hereinafter written as P&P)
automation systems to a close-to-market level. This implies significant changes to
the traditional approach, currently used in the manufacturing industry, where
solutions are ad-hoc engineered for each case, demanding great effort on
configuration and integration of processes and devices.
To validate the openMOS developments and implementation, three key
manufacturing sectors are considered:




Electronics,
Automotive, and
White goods.

The next sections present an analysis on actual scenarios for each sector to
contextualize the industrial requirements. Furthermore, individual requirements are
compared and aggregated in three major topics reflecting:
a) the core requirements transversal to P&P systems,
b) specific requirements for each scenario, and
c) sector specific needs that are not directly related with the openMOS approach
but are required for the implementation of closed-to-market solutions in the
industry.
2.1.

Analysis of Industrial Scenarios

The openMOS project will systematically test and validate the readiness of exploitable
results at the several stages of development of the technology. For this, a set of
physical testbed demonstrators and pilot implementation will be used. Following, an
analysis of the different demonstrator capabilities is presented.
2.1.1. Electronics: the SenseAir Case
Context:
The Swedish parliament has initiated the Vision Zero project related to traffic safety,
which includes the target to prevent drunk driving. The idea is to minimize the alcohol
misuse by installing user-friendly alcohol-sensors integrated with the switching ‘on’
mechanism of a vehicle. The contact-less alcohol sensor developed by SenseAir has
proven to be one of the best for such applications with no re-calibration requirements
due to its NDIR-based measurement principle. Given the nature of this initiative,
which involves not only the government but also the Swedish major car
manufacturers, SenseAir is expected to be the sole supplier of the alcohol sensor for
the whole Swedish market.
This opportunity though has opened various new market options for SenseAir but it
also poses several challenges on the existing production setup at the company.
Currently, most of the assembly work done at SenseAir is manual and semi-
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automatic. However, the assembly of the state-of-the-art sensors for the automotive
industry requires standardized and automated processes capable of delivering high
volumes. Moving towards traditional automation solutions makes it too costly and
non-viable for an SME like SenseAir. The other options of using a sub-contractor to
build up the system or even to shift the whole production line to a low-waged country
abroad is not an option due to the intrinsic risk of losing the core technology.
Traditional “Engineer-to-Order” solutions are not compatible with the investment
capabilities of the SME, and particularly for highly innovative products that are likely
to evolve continuously in the future years. In this regards, SenseAir together with
the academic partner KTH share the objective to realize a fully adaptable automatic
assembly line, based on modular, multi-agent based and distributed control
approach. The factory should ideally accompany the planned development of the
production through the following phases:


Phase 1 (2015 - 2016) – Factory design & Implementation: In the initial
industrialization phase, a factory able to perform all the operations on the
current ethanol sensor will be designed for an estimated volume of 20 000
units for the aftermarket. The major production processes will be carried out
using existing equipment which includes automatic gluing and soldering
processes. The other processes in the production flow will be manual. The
implementation part of this phase is highly supported by the results from
another research project. The openMOS role in this phase is mostly related to
the transfer of necessary knowledge available in the consortium.



Phase 2 (2017) – Internal Scalability: The production capacity will be
increased to a volume of about 150 000 units per year. This is the most
important phase for the openMOS consortium. WP3, WP4 and WP5 will be
simultaneously involved in developing the control system architecture, the
desired behaviour and the zero engineering toolbox for such installation.



Phase 3 (2018 onwards) – External Scalability: The factory will be reproduced
in as many modules as necessary to cover the demand boost. The openMOS
initiative will work mostly in gathering and analysing data for the business
characterization of the system. The ramp up is expected to be quite fast, due
to the expedition of the Swedish government to implement a law compelling
all the car manufacturers to include an alcohol sensor in their new models.

Further objectives are to benefit from the business model characterization and to
adapt the required modifications imposed by systems such as; distributed control,
cloud manufacturing, cyber physical systems, etc.
Demonstrator Objectives:
The demonstrator will be built to fit the requirements of SenseAir electronics
assembly and testing of a new ethanol sensing device for application in the
automotive industry. It is expected that the same sensor will have to be packaged
for different automotive products. SenseAir is looking for a solution that will allow
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them to gradually scale-up their production as the demand for their sensors
increases. At the same time, they do not want to be restricted by a too dedicated
solution that will make change over between different product variants prohibitively
difficult for them. Flexibility and small economic lot sizes will be paramount for the
success especially for an SME like SenseAir.
As part of the openMOS Industrial demonstration activities, SenseAir is looking to
deploy a matrix-based, flexible production system which will allow them to change
automation modes smoothly between manual and automated stations as well as
introduce new product variants quickly. This will be used to test the rapid integration
approach for P&P assembly machines as well as the dynamic routing system which
provides the basis for the Manufacturing Operating System (TRL7). SenseAir will
provide access to their production facilities and a range of different prototype sensor
boards for in-factory testing.
The ability to dynamically route products, load-balancing between different stations
and the real-time changes in system’s functionality in response to new product
variants are a few of the key factors, SenseAir is interested in evaluating and adopting
in its system. This demonstration activity will therefore focus on building a
demonstrator based on the adaptable concept of P&P assembly devices developed in
openMOS project.
The full Manufacturing Operating System framework will also be deployed in a local
cloud infrastructure to test the rapid integration of machines as well as the
operational performance of the system under different load and disturbance
conditions. Routing algorithms will be used to achieve the rapid integration of new
product variants. The handling devices will be linked either to real machines if
available or manual work places. RFID based product routing will also be deployed to
allow new sensors and equipment to be rapidly integrated and routed through the
system.
The demonstrator shall be used to systematically test and validate the rapid
integration and adaptation of the modular conveyor, handling components and
assembly stations. A number of straight conveyor sections, junctions and stop gates
will be used to set up different cell configurations. This process will be supported by
the first version of the zero engineering tools created during the openMOS project.
The results from the openMOS initiative, give access to this business opportunity,
and at the same time, provide an even more important strategic benefit. The
implementation of the project results will also lower the risk of losing the core
technology to subcontractors and other outsourcing alternatives making SenseAir the
potential supplier and sole owner of the technology. It also provides an opportunity
for SenseAir to explore the possible automation solutions and to discover the right
tools for tackling the upcoming challenges.
2.1.2. Automotive: the Ford Case
Context:
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For current powertrain technology, the production line design spans a period of 2 to
3 years and cost over £50M. Up to a third of the project’s initial cost is spent on line
optimisation after physical implementation. In high volume manufacturing, and
especially automotive manufacturing, a successful launch is heavily depending on
reliable and highly available manufacturing and automation systems.
At FORD's Dagenham Engine plant, an engine is manufactured every 8 seconds
(cycle-time). A stop of the manufacturing line in the event of failure, commissioning,
reconfiguration, or re-adaptation, will represent high costs for the OEM. The systems
are designed for high reliability and throughput. The current planning assumption
assumes an average up-time of 85%. To avoid downtime of the lines, the system is
usually reconfigured or maintained only when it is strictly necessary. However,
upgrades of the system are desirable and needed to increase quality, and throughput,
or reduce energy consumption of the production line, hence should be planned and
executed on specific moments.
Demonstrator Objectives:
Ford will give the project access to an RTV (Room Temperature Vulcanizing) machine
(Figure 1) based at Ford Dunton Technical Center. The Robotic RTV/Anaerobic
Dispensing Cell is a special machine designed to robotically apply precise beads of
RTV sealant and anaerobic sealant to automotive parts as an aid to the assembly
process. The RTV/Anaerobic Dispensing Cell is primarily composed of the following
main items:











ABB IRB 140 robot and IRC5 controller to move the dispensing nozzle through
its required paths.
RTV Dispensing nozzle for applying the sealant bead.
Nordson RTV pumping equipment to dispense the RTV sealant from bulk
containers.
Anaerobic Dispensing nozzle for applying the sealant bead.
Loctite Anaerobic pumping equipment to dispense the RTV sealant from bulk
containers.
Part specific tooling to hold the part during the application process.
Shot meter for precise measurement of the amount of RTV sealant applied
Vision system to identify if the RTV bead was applied properly.
Guarding to protect the operator.
System controls.
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Figure 1 - Ford RTV Machine description and installed sensors

Within the openMOS primary objectives, the Ford demonstrator will focus on:





Flexible manufacturing capability;
Need of change overs;
Incorporation of RFID; and
Triangulation for tools and jigs.

How will this effect energy profile aid the agents to vary the below:
Changing aspects on RTV:









26 different configurations;
Change of nozzles;
Speed and position of robot;
Robot program (PLC);
Robot type;
Temperature;
Flow rate; and
Sealant cartridge sizes.

The demonstrator will validate hardware, controllers, and intelligent agents
developed for the openMOS project and the demonstrator put forward by the end
user.
The demonstrator will display means of scaling for demand driven ramp up. It is also
to test the operability of P&P components on a machine that is subjected to rapid
changeovers to accommodate product variance.
Agents
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RTV

SENSORS

DATA

SIMULATION

IMPROVEMENT

Ford currently uses POSMON and FIS (Factory Information System) to provide plant
floor production monitoring. However, these systems do not record some of the key
data elements for dynamic manufacturing and optimisation, such as energy
consumption, air quality and WIP (work in progress) tracking. These aspects will be
covered within the scope of the project in order to facilitate the harmonisation of
information exchange between both the legacy systems and the openMOS solutions.
The rational is that rapid change overs do not occur very often in the fixed
manufacturing lines. However it is very common during prototyping. RTV machine
will be equipped with sensors and is used in another related research project
(SelSus). Also other concepts such as energy monitoring, RFID integration and others
can be tested at the machine. Input to simulation front ends can be tested at the
prototyping centre. In a second stage, the monitoring part can be used at the
Dagenham engine plan when tested.
2.1.3. White Goods: the Electrolux Case
Context:
The white goods sector is rather conservative. Its manufacturing systems,
encompassing complex and heterogeneous operations are mainly targeted to
produce large amount of products, usually arranged in batches. Recent fierce
competition is putting pressure among manufacturers and thus, to be more
competitive, factories are forced to achieve higher levels of productivity while offering
a large production mix. Moreover, the ever-changing market demands imply
disturbances in these manufacturing systems and impose the development of
innovative factory-wide monitoring solutions, and fast self-adjustment mechanisms,
to achieve the desired flexibility, as the engineering of production systems is
laborious, intricate, and time consuming.
Currently operative procedures for hardware reconfiguration and the software to
control and manage the factory processes are strongly and rigidly connected to the
production forecasts, calculated in short/mid-term base and driven by the market
requests. They are still based on the ancient Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM) pyramid model where Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) and loop
controllers were the dominant technologies at lowest level, while supervisory control,
data acquisition systems, and resources planning cover the needs of upper levels.
The simple and single control of local production processes today is no more sufficient
to guarantee fast reaction and adaptation to new products or product variants
especially if they are needed in small batches. The new vision is to study and apply
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methodologies and concepts at shop-floor level to move from the traditional HW
solutions and IT architecture into a new integrated approach that allows rapid
scheduling adaptations and reconfigurations in relation to system parameters
monitoring (OEE, energy consumption, mechanical behaviour, quality) and emergent
situations that can occur (sudden market requests, line stoppages, materials
shortages, between others).
Demonstrator Objectives:
Within the openMOS project objectives, a suitable scenario is represented by
Electrolux Porcia Plant (Italy) which is one of the biggest European factories for
washing machines production, with a yearly volume of up to 1.1M, delivering the final
product in almost 900 different variants. Despite these figures, the main target for
the Plant Management is to offer a high level of productivity and flexibility along the
manufacturing lines, and the capacity to fast readapt all processes to dynamically
fulfil the market requests and variations.
In this context the injection moulding area represents a critical step in the whole
washing machine manufacturing flow and thus a perfect test case for openMOS
project. The area comprises 19 presses for the production of the rear and the front
polymeric tub shells of the washing group. Due to the fluctuation of the market, the
scheduled production plans are constantly modified in quantities and models, and
therefore, to avoid stopping the assembly lines operations, the new product codes
must be rapidly produced, executing mould adaptation or mould change procedures,
taking into account the eventual mould availability (e.g. due to maintenance
intervention or quality assurance). The personnel is also committed to quickly adapt
the setup of press ancillary systems (grippers, raw material, hubs uploading) and
resetting the injection process parameters and SW control. It is clear that the entire
press area has a very low flexibility; for instance, a mould change can need from 3
to 24 hours and implies several HW and SW adjustments. The components handling
needs also precise and complex modifications, from robot’s gripper change, to the
trajectory and parameters re-setting.
2.2.

Comparison of Industrial Scenarios

From the three scenarios analysed on the previous section, it is possible to
understand the diversity and complexity of the context where openMOS solutions are
intended to operate. Although being clearly focused on the industrial manufacturing
sector, openMOS should respond to the needs of significantly different processes,
batch sizes, tool dimensions, execution times, between others. Also, openMOS
solutions, being hardware or software, must not disregard the compatibility with
legacy systems and safety.
Despite the variety of the proposed target industries, all of them clearly point out the
need for more dynamic and adaptive production lines. That means creating solutions
that enable the production of more customizable products, with higher efficiency and
less down time.
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As this project aims at developing close-to-market solutions (TRL7/8), there are
several key aspects that must be always present at the several stages of development
to not hamper the final adoption of the system by industrial end-users. Therefore,
openMOS has the following mandated constraints:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
2.3.

openMOS
openMOS
openMOS
openMOS
openMOS
openMOS
openMOS
openMOS
openMOS

is a multi-agent system;
implements P&P technology;
implements fast integration;
implements rapid changeover;
implements energy optimisation;
implements integration with legacy systems;
is compliant with EC standards adopted in manufacturing;
maintains OEM knowledge;
maintains OEM confidentiality.

Industrial Test Beds

To validate the openMOS solutions at several stages of development, two physical
test beds will be made available to the developers since the very beginning of the
implementation phase. These infrastructures will allow the preliminary test and
maturing of technology prior to its pilot implementation in the actual industrial
scenarios. The following describes each demonstrator components and current
capabilities.

2.3.1. MASMEC: IDEAS Flexible Conveyor Based System
MASMEC is specialized in precision technology, robotics and mechatronics, applied to
the automotive and biomedical sectors. For over 30 years MASMEC has been
designing and building custom automatic machines for component assembly and
testing for world leader manufacturers in the automotive field: examples are injector
assembly lines, clutch assembly and test machines, valve assembly and test systems.
For each machine MASMEC oversees all phases of development: from design and
software engineering to assembly, installation and training.
Moreover, MASMEC recently applied its know-how also to the biomedical sector,
developing hi-tech devices, such as medical navigation systems for interventional
procedures and robotized workstations for DNA and RNA extraction and biotech
applications.
In the scope of openMOS, MASMEC will share knowledge and experience gained from
the IDEAS FP7 project and will make available the IDEAS demonstrator (Figure 2) for
early testing and validation of P&P concept and devices. The demonstrator has, for
its main features, the following:





High modularity, physical integration and smart modules;
Distributed control logic based on multi-agent technology;
Easy to increase system granularity thanks to standard interfaces;
Easy to (re)configure;
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Process workflow definition without writing code;
High flexibility to layout/production changing.

Figure 2 – MASMEC/IDEAS demonstrator

The IDEAS demonstrator system has a transportation line that transports pallets with
memory tags which contain all the data related to the piece on it. The demonstrator
consists of following stations, which replicate the assembly of an engine control unit
from the automotive sector:










Manual loading station: the operator loads the electronic unit with the already
mounted, but not tightened, screws. After positioning the product on the
pallet, it gives the start to the production.
Assembling station: a KUKA robot picks the unit with one gripper and places
it under a screwdriver to tighten all screws, after the robot places the control
unit on the pallet.
Leak test station: these stations perform leak tests directly on the pallet
through a piston and a MASMEC leak test unit.
Auxiliary station: will be used for labelling operation on the products present
in the pallet.
Manual unloading station: this is a manual station. When the automatic
unloading station is out of order the pallet arrives in this manual station and
the operator unloads it. Red and green lights show the test results.
Automatic unloading station: the MASMEC SCARA robot takes the finished
piece and puts it in a good or scrap container.

2.3.2. Introsys: Flexible Robotic Assembly Cell and Automated Guided
Vehicles
Introsys has been designing, developing and deploying value-added solutions to
manufacturing systems/assembly for the automotive industry for the last decade. It
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is also known as a second tier supplier which provides integrated solutions of control
systems for automobile production lines mainly in the following three areas:





Hardware Design, through the conception of electric schemas to integrate
control and production systems;
PLC and robot programming using advanced technologies which allow the
possibility to offer to clients innovative solutions in order to increase the
efficiency and the quality of the industry sector;
Off-line programming (OLP) and virtual commissioning using powerful
simulation software to deliver a faster integration and a higher quality
solution.

In an industrial scenario Introsys always aims at improving aspects such as effort
and cost reduction when implementing solutions in the automotive industry, and
increasing competitiveness in this field of application in a high demanding market. At
the same time, OEMs require the reduction of work time associated to reconfiguration in production lines as well as in the integration of new models.
In the scope of openMOS project, Introsys will make available two complete robotic
cells (Figure 3) and one AGV to transport parts from a remote storage facility. These
cells were built within the context of the PROFLEX project, and represent actual
production lines, following two different standards, which regulate not only the
equipment used in each of the cells, but also the industrial communication protocols,
electrical cabinets, and software.
The two cells are equipped as follows:
LH Production Cell:




RH

Siemens PLC, HMI and Industrial PC (older standard);
Phoenix Contact PLC, HMI and Industrial PC (newer standard);
Fanuc Robot with gripper;
PROFINET network.
Production Cell:





Allen-Bradley PLC, HMI and Industrial PC;
KUKA KRC4 Robot with gripper;
Ethernet IP network.

Both cells also include a pneumatic circuit, a welding gun, I/O modules and safety
devices (door lock, light curtain, laser scanner and emergency buttons).
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Figure 3 – Introsys robotic cells (LH & RH)

The process executed in both cells is identical, in which the robot picks the part from
the fixture (a longitudinal side member of a car), performs a welding operation, takes
the part to a visual inspection system, and drops it again in the fixture.
The parts will be delivered to the cells according to the production needs by means
of an AGV. The AGV will have self-localisation mechanisms and will be able to safely
navigate through pre-defined paths without interfering in the infrastructure. A laserbased safety mechanism will enable the AGV to safely detect and avoid both static
and dynamic obstacles, and an RF transmission system will enable it to communicate
with the openMOS service bus.
Following the openMOS objectives, the Introsys test bed will focus in the service bus
interface between the low level legacy systems (robot and AGV) and the self-aware
device wrappers. This demonstrator will also be used for testing rapid integration of
process changeovers.
2.4.

Preliminary definition of use cases

This section shows the high level use case diagrams derived from the analysis of
capabilities and needs of each demonstrator, according to the scope of the project
and targeted at fully validate the fundamental solutions that will arise from the
openMOS implementation. Detailed specification use cases will be targeted on task
1.2, however this preliminary description will serve as the basis to delineate project
boundaries and constraints, and highlight, from the general user requirements and
needs, the ones that will be subject to demonstration in pilot implementations.
2.4.1. MASMEC
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Figure 4 shows the high level use cases to be validated in the MASMEC test bed.
These use cases are aimed primarily in the P&P concept, which includes fast
reconfiguration and adaptation to different operation methods, hardware and layout.

Figure 4 – Use cases for MASMEC demonstrator

The following describes the summary of each use case:
MASMEC UC1: Load parts

Description: The operator loads an electronic unit box with few screws already
mounted but not tightened. After positioning the product on the pallet, the
operator gives the start of the production.
Actors: End-user (line operator)
Input: Assembly parts
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Output: Start of the production
MASMEC UC2: Unload finished product

Description: In automatic mode: a SCARA robot takes the finished piece and puts
it in a good or scrap container. In manual mode: the operator unloads the station
when the automatic unloading station is out of order.
Actors: SCARA robot, end-user (line operator)
Input: Finished product
Output: Test result (good or scrap)
MASMEC UC3: Configure system

Description: A product database (Automation ML file) is loaded with
electrical, mechanical and software information at the same time. A
system integrator configures the skills of each entity (agent) using an
Automation ML editor based on drag and drop technique.
Actors: System integrator
Input: Product database
Output: Line configuration (skill based)
MASMEC UC4: Reconfigure system in runtime

Description: The line operator changes the cell layout moving stations
into different positions. The operator reconfigure the line layout without
reprograming. The transport agents adapt automatically their routing
tables to the new layout configuration.
Actors: End-user (line operator), openMOS system
Input: Layout change
Output: New line configuration
MASMEC UC5: Test P&P component

Description: Component suppliers deploy their P&P devices onto the
line with simple configuration procedures and without programming
(wizard based configuration). The system understands the device skills
and starts producing with the newly installed features.
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Actors: Component supplier, openMOS system
Input: P&P device
Output: New line configuration
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2.4.2. Introsys
Figure 5 shows the high level use cases to be validated in the Introsys test bed. These
use cases are aimed primarily in the manufacturing of different product variants and
management of resources, demonstrating fast change-over capabilities of the
system.

Figure 5 – Use cases for Introsys demonstrator

In the initial phase, a product variant is requested by the end-user. The product
feasibility is then assessed by the openMOS agents based on the availability of stock
parts and tools. In one variant of the product, resources must be gathered in time at
a remote storage facility, which will be done by the AGV. In the other variant, the
final product quality must be inspected by an automated inspection system. Two
different robots will handle the production of the different variants, which can be done
in parallel. The following describes the summary of each use case:
Introsys UC1: Request product variant

Description: A specific product variant is requested which will trigger the system
to self-adapt in order to generate the required product.
Actors: End-user, openMOS system.
Input: A product specification list.
Output: A process recipe.
Introsys UC2: Assess resource availability
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Description: Based on the product specification list inserted in UC1, the openMOS
agent cloud assesses the availability of resources to guarantee that the request
can be handled. A process recipe is generated in accordance with the cell
capabilities.
Actors: End-user, openMOS system.
Input: A product specification list, tool status, stock parts data.
Output: A process recipe.
Introsys UC3: Get resources

Description: New stock parts are gathered from a remote storage facility and
deployed at the cell in time for production of the requested product variant. The
openMOS system contains part tracking data and informs the AGV on where and
when it must collect and deploy the parts.
Actors: openMOS system, AGV.
Input: List of part codes.
Output: Transportation of requested stock parts.
Introsys UC4: Produce product variant

Description: The new product variant is produced.
Actors: Industrial robot.
Input: Stock parts.
Output: Final product.
Introsys UC5: Inspect product quality

Description: The quality of the final product is assessed by the inspection tool.
Results are reported to the openMOS system.
Actors: Quality inspection system, openMOS system.
Input: Final product.
Output: Quality inspection results.

2.4.3. SenseAir
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Figure 6 shows the high level use cases to be validated in the SenseAir pilot
demonstrator. These use cases are aimed primarily in the line reconfiguration and
production adaption to different batch sizes.

Figure 6 – Use cases for SenseAir demonstrator

The following describes the summary of each use case:
SenseAir UC1: New Product Production

Description: The details of the new product are sent to openMOS.
Actors: openMOS system.
Input: Details of the product to be produced.
Output: List of stations to be added.

SenseAir UC2: Change Product Batches driven by demand

Description: To increase/decrease the amount of products produced, new stations
can be added/removed from the assembly line.
Actors: openMOS system.
Input: Desired products output.
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Output: Amount of stations to add/remove.
SenseAir UC3: Add/Remove Stations from assembly line

Description: Any station can be added/removed from the assembly line.
Actors: System Integrator, openMOS system.
Input: Station to add/remove.
Output: Assembly line with station list updated.
SenseAir UC4: Assembly Line Reconfiguration

Description: After adding/removing stations, the openMOS system will reconfigure
the assembly line accordingly to new changes, providing the best productivity.
Actors: openMOS system, Production Line.
Input: Product process.
Output: Production line with the new process.
SenseAir UC5: Flexible Routing and Balance

Description: Every time a product needs to move to a station, the openMOS system
will provide the best destiny to allow the best performance.
Actors: openMOS system, Production Line.
Input: Product.
Output: Better performance.
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2.4.4. Ford
Figure 7 shows the high level use cases to be validated in the Ford demonstrator.
These use cases are aimed primarily in the integration of new openMOS solutions
with legacy systems (hardware and software). The demonstrator also intends to test
the real-time data communication from the low-level P&P control devices and sensors
to the high-level monitoring systems (FIS – Factory Information System). Finally, all
data (procedural and environmental) is intended to feed a comprehensive simulator
that will allow fast re-configuration and tuning of machine parameters.

Figure 7 – Use cases for Ford Demonstrator

The following describes the summary of each use case:
Ford UC1: Enable legacy systems with P&P data

Description: Legacy systems are equipped with P&P embedded devices, supplied
by the component supplier, to enable their discovery by the openMOS system. The
system integrator develops and configures the device drivers accordingly to enable
data to be understood by both the openMOS system and the legacy monitoring
systems.
Actors: Component supplier, system integrator.
Input: P&P control devices.
Output: P&P enabled legacy system.

Ford UC2: Equip resources and tools with RF sensors
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Description: Legacy resources and tools are equipped with P&P sensors capable of
communicating via RF protocols to enable the tracking of localization and status. The
system integrator develops and configures the device drivers accordingly to enable
data to be understood by both the openMOS system and the legacy monitoring
systems.
Actors: Component supplier, system integrator.
Input: P&P sensors.
Output: P&P enabled tool or resource.
Ford UC3: Monitor processes in real time

Description: Process status and cell level data (e.g. energy consumption and air
quality) is collected by the openMOS enabled devices and recorded on the high level
monitoring systems (FIS and openMOS system).
Actors: FIS, openMOS system.
Input: openMOS enabled component.
Output: Procedural/environmental data.
Ford UC4: Reconfigure and fine tune RTV machine

Description: Data recorded on UC4 feeds the simulator that performs calculations
to improve energy consumption performance and tune machine parameters to
optimize processes. Best parameter specification is outputted to guide the
reconfiguration of the physical machine.
Actors: Simulator, openMOS system.
Input: Relevant data from FIS.
Output: Re-configuration parameters.
Ford UC5: Track tools and resources

Description: Tools and resources are tracked through the use of RF sensors and
statuses are recorded on the high level monitoring systems (FIS and openMOS
system)

Actors: FIS, openMOS system.
Input: openMOS enabled sensor.
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Output: Localisation and status data.

2.4.5. Electrolux
Figure 8 shows the high level use cases to be validated in the Electrolux
demonstrator. These use cases are aimed primarily in the fast line adaptation to new
working environment, derived from sudden changes in market trends. Also, the focus
is on intelligent components and optimized data can exchange information at shopfloor level (e.g., mould availability, set-up requirements or consumptions), and on
management context (market requests, planning strategies). Another target is the
introduction of real time monitoring (dynamic energy consumption information) using
algorithms, to detect and analyse cycle times, malfunctioning (i.e. oil leakage) or
other affecting parameters, allowing the relevant personnel to constantly monitor
costs and productivity.

Figure 8 – Use cases for Electrolux demonstrator

The following describes the summary of each use case:
Electrolux UC1: Request change of working environment

Description: New market trends, availability of stock materials or stoppage in
production line generate a request for change of working environment. This change
will be handle by the openMOS system, which will evaluate the necessary actions to
fast adapt to the new situation.
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Actors: Market trends, Stock materials, Production line, openMOS system.
Input: New market trends, availability of stock materials, stoppage in production
line.
Output: Request to change working environment.
Electrolux UC2: Manual reconfiguration of line features and tools

Description: If the current components connected to the production line cannot
respond to the required details, the openMOS system will provide a list of possible
components to be added/removed to/from the production system in order to
complete the required tasks.
Actors: openMOS system, System Integrator.
Input: List of components to be added/removed to/from the production line
provided by the openMOS system.
Output: The system with the required structure and configuration.
Electrolux UC3: Self-reconfiguration of line parameters

Description: After a request change is received, the openMOS system will
reconfigure the software of a production line with the details of the request. Eventual
manual re-configuration is handled in UC2, which extends this use-case.
Actors: openMOS system.
Input: Request change.
Output: The production line with all its components reconfigured accordingly to the
new production requirements.
Electrolux UC4: Add recipe to production line

Description: The openMOS system will provide the production line with the new
process.
Actors: openMOS system, Production Line.
Input: Product process.
Output: Production line with the new process.
Electrolux UC5: Produce new product variant

Description: The production line is ready to start producing the new product.
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Actors: openMOS system, Production Line.
Input: Raw material.
Output: New Product.
Electrolux UC6: Monitor line level data in real time

Description: Every robot, station in the production line is equipped with sensors to
allow real time data extraction to the openMOS system in order to be able to analyse
the performance, productivity, costs, errors and also energy optimization.
Actors: Production Line, openMOS.
Input: Data from each component connected to openMOS.
Output: Visual interface of the analysed data.

2.5.

Stakeholders

This section describes the main stakeholders of the project. As openMOS is essentially
aimed at the increase of SME’s competitiveness in the industrial sector, there are
three main types of users that may be clearly identified:
●

Technology supplier is the one that makes available the tools to build the
system. Technology suppliers may provide a) openMOS-enabled components
(devices and machinery) which can be plugged-in directly into the system; b)
services to transform legacy components into openMOS-enabled components;
and c) software modules;

●

System integrator is the one that acquires the technology (both hardware
and software) from suppliers to develop the openMOS-driven solution that
meets the needs of end-users;

●

End user is the one that deploys openMOS-driven solution provided by the
system integrator.

Other stakeholders may include:
●

Academic researchers that continuously work on finding improvements and
new functionality to the system;

●

R&D institutions that implement and test the new functionalities.

2.6.

Terminology
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This section defines the common terminology used during the progress of the project.
AGV or Automated Guided Vehicle is a mobile robot used in industrial applications to
transport parts and/or tools.
Assembly system is an industrial installation capable of joining different parts to
form a final product.
Agent is a software entity with a certain degree of artificial intelligence able to
accomplish tasks on behalf of its user-defined behaviour.
Agile systems are systems able to operate under certain unstructured conditions
and capable of reacting and adapting to a certain degree of uncertainty.
Automation hardware is an electronic device used to control the behaviour of a
mechanic component or system.
CLA or Coalition Leader Agent is an agent with capability of organizing the abilities
of Resource Agents and other CLAs.
Cycle-time is the time passed between one piece produced and the next one. It is a
function of the available production time per shift(s)/day, divided by the number of
parts produced (production volume) over the same time.
Down-time is the time during which an assembly line, or any machine, is not
producing.
EtherNet/IP is a standard for industrial communication.
Flexible systems are systems adaptable to different scenarios allowing the
production of different products.
IDE or Integrated Development Environment is a software application that provides
services and tools to build and debug programs.
GUI or Graphical User Interface is a type of interface that lets users interact with
devices through visual cues rather than text commands.
HMI or Human-Machine Interface is a software application that presents information
to an operator or user about the state of a process, and to accept and implement the
operators control instructions. Typically information is displayed in a graphic format
(Graphical User interface or GUI).
HRI or Human-Robot Interaction is the study of interactions between humans and
robots, normally trough an HMI.
Lead time is the time spent to produce a final product, from request to delivery.
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Lean Manufacturing represents the efforts to minimize consumption of resources
that add no value to the final product.
Legacy interface represents the connections between newly created devices (under
the scope of the project) with devices that are currently used in the industry.
Mechatronic agent is a software entity that represents a piece of hardware
(controllers or equipment) in the Multi-Agent system.
Multi-Agent system is a composition of interacting agents within an environment.
OEM or Original Equipment Manufacturer is a term used when one company makes
a part or subsystem that is used in another company’s end product.
OLP or Off-Line Programming is a method of using software applications that
simulate industrial environments to enable programming of industrial robots before
deployment.
Plug-and-produce (P&P) is the ability to integrate, exchange or remove production
equipment at runtime, having that equipment ready for production in a relatively
short time.
Product agent is the representation of a product in the agent cloud.
PROFIBUS is a standard for fieldbus inter-device communication in the automation
industry.
PROFINET is a standard for industrial Ethernet.
Resource agent is the representation of a resource in the agent cloud.
Runtime or Execution-time is the time during which a program or process is being
executed.
Self-adaptation is the ability of a system to dynamically adapt to changes into the
environment.
Self-awareness is the ability of a system to perceive its own state and react
according to its defined behaviour.
Self-configuration is the ability of a system to automatically configure its intrinsic
parameters, based on the environment where it is deployed.
Third-party Component is a piece of hardware or software, designed and/or
developed by an entity external to the openMOS project, that may be linked with the
openMOS system.
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UML or Unified Modelling Language is a standard used to visualise the design of a
system.
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3. Definition of Requirements
This section specifies the list of requirements for P&P systems and components taking
into account three fundamental aspects:






3.1.

The core requirements that should take part of any P&P system or
component, independently of industry sector or area of application. These are
the requirements that define the P&P concept as a whole.
The industry specific requirements. These requirements represent the
adaptations that a P&P system or component should face in order to be
acceptable in a determined industrial sector; they define the interfaces
between a P&P system/component and an industry specific legacy
system/component.
Other requirements for industrial manufacturing systems. These
requirements are not directly linked with openMOS or the P&P concept.
However, they are still important as they represent not only major needs from
end users towards better efficiency and productivity, but also environmental
or safety constraints which are necessary for systems and components to be
implemented in actual industrial scenarios.

Core Requirements for P&P Systems

The following table lists the core requirements, for P&P systems and components,
pinpointed by the openMOS project consortium. These requirements will be validated
in all demonstrators:
#

Description
Initial Configuration

R1

Fast configuration: openMOS should enable fast configuration. This means
that the initial configuration and deployment of openMOS solutions should
not require complex programming (e.g. system layout and process
workflow may be defined in terms of dragging and dropping modules in a
configuration editor).

R2

Transparent Methods: the configuration of new plugged-in components
should be transparent to the production engineer, which means that the
methodology applied for configuring components should be the same for
any different component (e.g. by using a common graphical tool for any
openMOS enabled device configuration).

R3

Unconstrained control architecture: the openMOS system should enable
different deployment strategies for the control architecture (e.g. the
operator may configure the architecture with the CLA located on the
controller or several local CLA’s communicating with the global one).

R4

Self-identification: products and components should comprise wireless selfidentification procedures.
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R5

Network traffic optimisation: the system should enable local (equipment)
vs. global (system) optimisation considering the deployment of agents in
the network.
Operation

R6

Context awareness: the openMOS system should extend context aware
production information and data to provide the right information at the right
moment to the relevant user.

R7

Critical resource management: the openMOS system should be able to trace
and interlock shared resources before and during process execution.

R8

Interoperability: the system should optimise scheduling vs. planning vs.
changeover times by ensuring interoperability between components.

R9

Data reutilisation: the system architecture should enable data tracking,
storing and analysing for reuse.

R10

Automatic structuring: the system should enable automatic structuring of
production data.

R11

Data exchange: the manufacturing service bus should support unstructured
data exchange regarding the introduction of process/product related data
(e.g. Word or Excel formatted data).
Re-Configuration

R12

Fast adaptation: the new manufacturing assembly system should be able to
react faster to new product variants and scheduling modifications, following
market fluctuation (batch and quantities) and production emergent
situations (re-planning and stoppages).

R13

Reusability: devices and machines should be able to be reconfigured or
replaced in order to produce new variants of products / different batch sizes.

R14

Self-reconfiguration: devices and machines should comprise automatic
reconfiguration in runtime.

R15

Software update/reconfiguration: the system should allow remote and
automatic update/reconfiguration of software, firmware, runtime
environment (RT) and applications (e.g. CODESYS), following an FPGA
based methodology.

R16

Communications reconfiguration: the system should enable on-demand
reconfiguration of communication parameters (e.g. IP’s channels, gateways
and protocols).

R17

Hardware reconfiguration: devices and machines should comprise ondemand reconfiguration of hardware setup (e.g. I/O ports, number of axis
and actuator types).

R18

Resource reconfiguration: the system should
reconfiguration of computational resources.

enable

on-demand
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Appearance and Usability
R19

User-friendly HMI: the configuration interface should be user-friendly,
intuitive and familiar to the operators, following a standard graphical
design.

R20

Third-Parties: the system should be able to communicate with devices and
machinery designed by third-party flexible automation initiatives and have
a representation of such devices and machinery in the agent cloud-based
architecture.

3.2.

Industry Specific Requirements

The following lists the industry specific requirements, for P&P systems and
components, pinpointed by the openMOS project end users:
#

Description
Automotive Assembly Line

R21

Fast commissioning: by using openMOS system adapters, the initial
commissioning and configuration of industrial robots should be reduced
when compared with traditional average times (20 hours per robot).

R22

Legacy communication network: the openMOS service bus should be
compatible with legacy communication networks such as PROFIBUS,
PROFINET or Ethernet/IP.
White goods press area and mould injection

R23

Fast changeover: by using openMOS solutions, the changeover time for
different press operations should be reduced down to 15 minutes in mould
change, less than 5 minutes for gripper adaptation, and occur almost in real
time for press ancillary services setup.

R24

Automatic adaption: by using openMOS solutions, the re-adaption of
injection process receipt should be done automatically (by software) based
on hardware data feedback.

3.3.

Other requirements for industrial manufacturing systems

The following lists other requirements and needs pinpointed by the project end-users.
Although these requirements are not directly dependant of the P&P concept, and thus
regarded with lowest priority, they are still relevant to increase the acceptance of
new approaches and solutions by the industrial stakeholders.
#

Description
Performance
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R25

Energy optimisation: the high-level software modules should be able to
automatically generate energy optimisation plans based on low-level data
acquired at runtime.

R26

Failsafe: the system should auto-diagnose to reduce the risks of
human/environment -induced failures at runtime (e.g. by monitoring critical
operation variables).

R27

Product quality: the system should comprise automatic quality inspection
to guarantee high levels of product quality and avoid reworking operations.

R28

Dynamic scheduling: the system management modules should comprise
dynamic task scheduling based on availability and energy consumption of
equipment to maximise energy saving.

R29

Precise robot operations: the system enables precise robot operations to
the extent that the developments of new robot configurations are allowed
for handling operations.

R30

Workforce reutilisation: the operational end-point of the system should be
familiar to the shop-floor workers or, at least, enable them to learn fast how
to execute the basic operations.
Safety and product certification

R31

Safety: any openMOS device or machine marked as definitive should comply
with EC industrial safety standards.

R32

EMC: any openMOS device or machine marked as definitive should comply
with EC standards for electromagnetic compatibility.

R33

EC certification: any openMOS device or machine marked as definitive
should comply with EC directive on machinery.

R34

Embedded safety: an openMOS-enabled controller should have fast and
specific integrated safety.
Compatibility

R35

Standard interfaces: any openMOS device or machine should comprise
standard physical interfaces to ensure compatibility between different
system providers.

R36

Legacy systems: the integration of new components (hardware and
software) with legacy systems, especially safety devices, should not raise
compatibility issues.

R37

Communication infrastructure: the manufacturing service bus should build
on current industrial communication infrastructure.

R38

Data integration: the system should enable integration of data stored in
heterogeneous legacy systems.

R39

Power supply: any openMOS device or machine marked as definitive should
be compliant with current power supply infrastructure.
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R40

OLP-enabled: the initial configuration of new manufacturing assembly
systems should allow the integration of data exported from current offline
planning tools.
Maintainability and support

R41

Documentation: the system should comprise detailed user-oriented
documentation of the architecture, including best practices for initial
commissioning and set-up, and support for business management tools. All
subsystems should have their representation in UML diagrams (or similar).

R42

Validation and Verification (V&V): System integrators should have access
to detailed V&V reports for all subsystems in order to guide through
parameterisation phase, based on expected operation behaviour and
performance.

R43

Monitoring: the system should provide graphical views (through HMI)
reporting individual machine performance parameters and statuses.

R44

Data Input: the configuration interface should provide structured, possibly
portal-based, forms for entering relevant production and other process
data.

R45

Common HMI: the system should comprise the utilisation of a single HMI
(wireless and portable) to control/monitor the whole production line.

R46

Remote access: the system should enable secure remote access to the
extent of maintenance and production supervision.

R47

Activity logging: the system should enable persistent logging of all activity.
Security

R48

Authentication: the configuration interface should require authentication to
prevent unauthorized access.

R49

Encryption: inter-module data transfer (product and process related) should
be secure and encrypted

R50

Identification: openMOS individual modules should be easy to identify into
a complex production line (e.g. having unique ID’s and being connected in
a hierarchical form such as functions/stations/lines).
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